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Introduction:  Dark energy and gravity experiment 

explorer and pathfinder (DEEP) will utilize the unique 

gravity and vacuum environment in the proposed orbits 

of the Deep Space Gateway (DSG) for direct detection 

of dark energy scalar fields using atom interferometers. 

DEEP will also perform technology pathfinder 

experiments for future gravitational wave and dark 

matter detections with long-baseline atomic sensor 

network in deep space. 

Objectives:  Quantum atomic sensors based on 

atom interferometry use atoms as test masses and 

exploit the wave property of atoms for interferometric 

weak force measurements with high precision and 

accuracy [1]. By shining laser pulses on laser-cooled 

atoms in ultra-high vacuum, the matter wave of each 

atom is split-redirected-combined to interfere with itself 

in an atom interferometer (AI), analogous to 

electromagnetic waves of photons in a laser 

interferometer. Due to the quantum nature of the atom-

light interactions, AIs are inherently stable, governed by 

fundamental physics constants and the frequency of the 

interrogating laser. AI sensors promise great potentials 

for astrophysics and fundamental physics 

measurements in direct dark energy detection [2], dark 

matter detection [3], and gravitational wave detection 

[4]. DEEP is an AI instrument designed to achieve the 

following scientific objectives. 

Direct Dark Energy Detection.   Dark energy 

composes of nearly 80% of the Universe, and is 

responsible for its accelerated expansion [2]. One 

possible explanation for dark energy is that it is a scalar 

field in nature. Its interaction with normal matter is 

assumed to have the gravitational strength on 

cosmological scales, but must be highly suppressed in 

the Solar System to be consistent with current gravity 

measurements and observations. The suppression is 

referred as “screen mechanism”: dark energy is 

screened by dense matter in the scalar field theory 

framework. Promising theories of dark energy include 

the chameleon scalar field, the symmetron scalar field, 

and the Vainshtein scalar field. Point-like particles such 

as atoms do not subject to the screening mechanism in 

the chameleon and the symmetron theories, and thus are 

orders of magnitude more sensitive to dark energy than 

bulk test masses. Laboratory experiments using AI for 

detecting extra forces originated from dark energy have 

placed strong constraints in the parameter space of dark 

energy theories [5]. DEEP, a dedicate AI apparatus 

under microgravity, will allow prolonged interrogation 

times in a compact setup, leading to a sensitivity that 

will completely rule out the chameleon dark energy 

while significantly constraining others [6].  

Technology Pathfinder for dark matter and 

gravitational wave detections.  Gravitational waves 

induce relative accelerations between distant locations 

via space-time perturbations. Precise tracking of two 

distant inertial points is the key for GWD. In the 

proposed schemes of using AI for GWD, atoms serve as 

ideal inertial references and the link laser noise is 

common mode between remote AIs. AI GWD provide 

strain sensitivity in frequency bands complementary to 

LISA and LIGO [7]. Likewise, in the frame work of the 

B-L model on ultra-light particle of dark matter, the 

particle field introduces extra composition-dependent 

acceleration of atomic test masses. A network of atomic 

sensors can detect dark matter waves, clumps, and 

stochastic backgrounds. For the atomic sensors to 

achieve the needed precision, atomic test masses need 

avoid of spacecraft self-gravity disturbances, and 

require atomic wavepacket separations of more than 100 

m. These can only be practically achieved with atomic 

test masses outside the spacecraft. The high vacuum 

space environment of DSG orbits offers this possibility. 

DEEP will demonstrate such an “open-space” AI 

measurement technique. With the success of this 

capability demonstration, combined with long laser 

baseline links, such an AI network would provide a 

relative motion sensitivity better than 10-20/Hz below 

1 Hz for future GW and dark matter field detection 

experiments in space. 

DSG Justifications:  For AIs with prolonged 

interrogation times T > 1 s, control of gravity gradients 

and platform rotation becomes critical. As shown in 

Ref. [8] for a scenario onboard the ISS in LEO, the 

 
Figure 1. DEEP for direct dark energy detection and 

for gravitational wave detection.  
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Earth’s gravity gradient ( ~ 2500 nm/s2 /m) would smear 

out the AI contrast, and additional techniques would be 

required to recover the contrast. Similarly, a 1000:1 

rotation compensation for ISS’s 91-min orbital period 

would be barely sufficient for the proposed experiment. 

The gravity gradients in all of the DSG candidate orbits, 

except the Low Lunar Orbit (LLO), would be lower than 

3 nm/s2 /m most of the time, which is ideal for all 

conceived experiments. Long orbital periods will also 

significantly reduce the technical challenge of platform 

rotation compensation. 

The ultra-high vacuum that a long T AI requires is 

10-10 Torr or better, so that atoms have negligible chance 

of colliding with residual gas molecules within T. The 

vacuum environment in the DSG orbits is expected to 

be < 10-11 Torr, which will support the open-space AI 

experiment concepts. 

Instrument Concept:  DEEP will consist of an 

ultracold atom source and a laser-optics system for 

manipulation and detection of atoms for AI 

measurements. JPL has extensive experience on cold 

atom generation in space, namely the Cold Atom 

Laboratory (CAL) to launch to ISS in 2018 [9], and long 

history of AI development and demonstration. In DEEP 

a cloud of 108 atoms of pK temperature will be prepared 

within few seconds, serving as the source for following 

AI operations. For the Direct Dark Energy Detection, 

dual AI of T ~ 10 s will be performed simultaneously 

through a specifically designed local mass distribution. 

The instrument and the AI can be inside the DSG 

spacecraft or outside. Differential measurements 

between the AIs will cancel most of common-mode 

systematics and reveal fifth forces from the existence of 

the dark energy scalar field. For open-space AI 

experiments, DEEP will need to have access to the 

external space and an external retroreflector at the end 

of a long boom structure. The cloud of atoms will first 

be transported to the exterior using laser beams. The 

laser pulses for AI will then shine on the atoms from the 

instrument few meters away from the spacecraft. After 

the AI sequence, the atoms are transported back inside 

the apparatus for detection, 

The size, weight, and power of DEEP is estimated 

to be 1 m3, < 500 kg, and 500 W, based on comparison 

to JPL’s development effort on CAL and engineering 

studies of other similar missions [8]. 

Orbit Preference:  DEEP will operate the best with 

low gravity gradients, long orbital periods, and direct 

line of sight to Earth for GWD pathfinder. Thus, the 

order of preference among five proposed orbit types are 

Distant Retrograde Orbit, Earth-Moon L2 Halo, Near-

Rectilinear Halo Orbit, Elliptical Lunar Orbit, and lastly 

LLO. 
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